
THE HIDDEN DANGERS OF CHEMTRAILS 
by Alouicious Jackson

My experiences: In the early 1990's I noticed that white, unmarked jets similar to airliners were flying very high, very 
fast, and left a white line THAT STAYED. This was very unusual, since at that time there were only contrails which 
dissipated after a minute. I watched over the years, and by the late '90's,  this was being done on a large scale. Instead 
of clear, blue skies with occasional puffy clouds, we now have a constant, white haze. I've tried to call peoples' 
attention to it, but no one seemed to notice. It turns out there is also a major disinfo campaign. Such as painting 
chemtrails into Disney movies, re-editing old movies to contain them when re-released on DVD, and who knows what
else. Today chemtrailing is admitted. It's called 'Geo-Engineering', and the stated reason is to fight Global Warming.

The base material for chemtrails is actually coal ash, AKA 'fly ash'- with added barium, chemicals, and biologicals. 
Barium is radioactive, this is probably the reason that the background radiation levels were so high across the country, 
even before Fukushima. 

Silicon dioxide, as well as aluminum and calcium oxides are major components of fly ash. Aluminum levels are now 
thousands of times normal in snow samples. These metal oxides are changing soil Ph. Is this why so many trees are 
dying?  Researchers at Cornell University have created GM seeds that can withstand these changes:  
http://www.news.cornell.edu/stories/2007/08/cu-researcher-engineers-sorghum-grows-poisonous-soils
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC1471010/ 

Another huge danger is the fact that inhaling silica causes lung cancer! I believe this is the real reason that the tobacco
industry was attacked so strongly in the last few decades. If people were to smoke and breathe chemtrails on a daily 
basis they would tend to die too fast and raise suspicions. Even still, lung cancer rates in the U.S. and UK have 
DOUBLED SINCE 2008. According to mainstream science, this is some great mystery. Right.

Black mold is one of the main biological components of chemtrails. It is now being found in large amounts in high 
desert areas where it does not naturally occur. I've noticed that, if lying on my back outside while chemtrails are being 
sprayed overhead, I can see what looks like tiny black dust particles falling into my eyes. My eyes and throat quickly 
become irritated, and I have to go inside.

There is also controversy regarding 'artificial snow' dumped across the U.S. People have showed that it doesn't melt 
with a blowtorch, others claim this is normal. What is for sure: There are many incidents of snow melting and leaving 
spider-web material all over the ground. Also, an analysis apparently showed it contained the nanites, with added 
depleted uranium particles to supercharge their activity in the absence of organic material. Examples:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tmSn0na-i-w : Warned Against Sharing This Microscopic Analysis of US Artificial Snow
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5-xy41zWeyA : Morgellons Fibers Discovered After Snow Melts

Who is doing this? Governmental air forces; also private firms such as Weather Modification, Inc. There was a 
Youtube video done where someone secretly filmed Weather Modification, Inc.'s headquarters as he talked with a rep. 
Lots of misinformation though, the video has since has appeared with different audio. However the company is real, 
was filmed, and their website lists 'cloud seeding' as one of their services.

There have been many reports of the EPA refusing to analyze samples submitted for testing. An internet search will 
show there have been many U.S. House and Senate hearings regarding aerosol spraying and weather modification. 
Also many chemical/biological experiments on the American public. Chemtrailing is international. You can tell if a 
country is really part of NWO by whether or not they spray.  

It's important to remember that there is a huge amount of misinformation in the conspiracy field. We must investigate 
ideas for ourselves before jumping on any bandwagon. There is also a push to debunk the truth. If you want a good 
laugh, check out sites like Metabunk.org to see how they 'debunk' these phenomenon.

http://www.news.cornell.edu/stories/2007/08/cu-researcher-engineers-sorghum-grows-poisonous-soils
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5-xy41zWeyA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tmSn0na-i-w
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC1471010/


 Debunking the Debunkers: http://chemtrailsplanet.net/2014/12/02/debunking-the-debunkers-follow-the-money/

Now for the most scary part: chemtrails also contain a synthetic nanotech life form. It is silica-based, and imbued with
the life properties of a fungus. Israeli-American fungal scientist Joseph Moshe apparently helped to invent it. 
When this artificial life form enters liquid in the presence of organic material, such as in the body, it puts out tendrils 
to inter-connect the nanite particles. This is the cause of Morgellons Disease. The artificial life form is empowered and
programmed by the artificial electromagnetic radiation we're exposed to. The purpose is to form a sort of synthetic 
nervous system, which taps its victims into the 'Matrix' while cutting them off from their natural higher sensitivities. 
THIS IS THE MAIN REASON, BESIDES MIND CONTROL PROGRAMMING ON TV, ETC THAT PEOPLE ARE
SO DENSE AND CANNOT BE REASONED WITH. THEIR NERVOUS SYSTEMS HAVE BEEN HIJACKED. 

I've cultured some of the nanite material & looked at it under a microscope. It looks like white a fiberglass material. It 
grows on the rocks and floats in chunks in the rivers here on the West Coast. It's not healthy to swim in most of them 
anymore.

Chemtrail fibers collected from ground 
(credit: Jerry Neiman)

Nanite tendrils @ 100x (credit 
http://www.aboutthesky.com/)

Blue fibers in chemtrail webs (credit: 
http://www.aboutthesky.com/) Colored fiber and unknown object in flu 

vaccine @ 25x. Circles are small bubbles. 

http://chemtrailsplanet.net/2014/12/02/debunking-the-debunkers-follow-the-money/


                       
These nanite samples were taken from baking soda baths and left to culture next to a wireless router. These nanites are
the cause of many health problems today: morgellons, environmental sensitivities and allergies, chronic fatigue, 
depression, etc. The causes are usually 'unexplained' by the medical establishment- who at best can manage some of 
the symptoms.  

 

Looking at the above pictures of a petri dish nanite culture, I can't help but think of the terraforming activity shown in 
the 2005 remake of War of the Worlds. In the movie, human blood was extracted and used to create the 'red weed' 
terraforming material. The scary part is the above culture looks exactly the same, just on a smaller scale- what's more, 
red blood cells are regularly found by researchers in the nanite tendrils. 

Nanite culture from bathwater #1 

Nanite culture in agar media(Carnicom.com)'Red Weed' terraforming agent in 2005 'War of 
the Worlds' remake

Nanite culture from bathwater #2



Recently, I had a wake-up call: I purchased a gallon of locally grown apple juice(non-organic unfortunately) and 
poured some into a glass. As I was pouring it, it seemed thicker than usual. I also noticed chunks of material in the 
juice- thinking it was apple pulp, I just discarded it. The next day however I looked at the material closely and felt it. 
It had the texture of fiberglass. After analyzing it I realized that it was clumps of cross-linked nanites. I had been 
drinking nanite soup!  Here is a picture of the material, rinsed and suspended in water:

Nanite webs from apple juice(collected by me)



Recommended films: 

The  Dark Agenda of Synthetic Biology
Why in the World Are They Spraying
What in the world are they spraying
Aerosol Crimes(or the re-edited version Cloud Cover)

Excellent resources regarding chemtrails:
http://carnicominstitute.org/html/articles_by_date.html
http://www.aboutthesky.com/a-researchers-story

Morgellons Culture study:
http://carnicominstitute.org/articles/bio2011-3.htm

__________________________________________________________________________________________  

*Disclaimer: This is not medical advice. I am merely relating what has worked for myself and others.*

Strategies to prevent or remove this artificial life form from the body:

-HEPA and ionic air filters. Put one of each in your bedroom at least. Put the ionizer behind the HEPA, will increase 
its effectiveness. Do not rely on a combination ionic/HEPA filter, they don't work as well. Buy a wearable ionic air 
purifier. The Wein Mini-Mate is the best. The Chinese imitation is called the Air Buddy, they are OK.

-Baths: For the first month of detox, twice weekly take a bath for 30 - 40 minutes, adding either 1 lb. of baking soda 
or 1 -2 liters of grape juice or red wine(known contraindication: electrolyte imbalances). Then as needed.

-Take food grade diatomaceous earth 1 -2 tsp twice daily(known contraindication: diverticulosis).

-Water purification: Nanites are apparently around 10 microns. Reverse osmosis systems will get them of water.  Also 
effective are quality gravity filters. These often filter to 0.5 microns.

-Magnetic, herbal, and other therapies: http://www.morgellonscure.com/

-Avoid vaccines!

-Turn off WIFI, unplug TV's at night. Don't wear your phone all the time. Use a headset. 

-For those who are unable to escape wifi radiation, there is a material called Staticot which can block much of the 
frequencies. It is available on Amazon but sold cheaper at lessemf.com. It may take two layers to completely block 
them. The staticot should not touch the skin  or it defeats the purpose.

http://carnicominstitute.org/articles/bio2011-3.htm
http://www.aboutthesky.com/a-researchers-story
http://carnicominstitute.org/html/articles_by_date.html


Web Articles:

U.S. Government Spraying Tons Of Toxic Coal Fly Ash 
Into Atmosphere Via Chemtrails
Posted on August 22, 2015 by State of the Nation 

Coal Fly Ash Used In Chemtrail Aerosols: Geophysicist Produces Conclusive Evidence

Coal Fly Ash

“Evidence of Toxic Coal-Fly-Ash and Chemical Geoengineering in the Troposphere: Consequences for 
Public Health” — J. Marvin Herndon, Ph.D. Scientific evidence now exists which indicates the presence 
of “toxic coal combustion fly ash” in the Earth’s atmosphere.  The following abstract excerpt comes from a
recently published peer-reviewed article in the August 11th issue of the International Journal of 
Environmental Research and Public Health under the title quoted above and linked here.

“The widespread, intentional and increasingly frequent chemical emplacement in the troposphere 
has gone unidentified and unremarked in the scientific literature for years. The author presents 
evidence that toxic coal combustion fly ash is the most likely aerosolized particulate sprayed by 
tanker-jets for geoengineering, weather-modification and climate-modification purposes and 
describes some of the multifold consequences on public health.”[1]
_____________________________________________________

http://www.mdpi.com/1660-4601/12/8/9375
http://stateofthenation2012.com/?author=1
http://stateofthenation2012.com/?p=19935
http://stateofthenation2012.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/08/Image483.gif


What makes these scientific revelations so explosive is the source — J. Marvin Herndon, Ph.D.  Not only has the 
highly experienced and well-regarded scientist utilized rigorous scientific methods to arrive at his firm conclusions, 
the research paper has been published in a prestigious, peer-reviewed open access journal.

The International Journal of Environmental Research and Public Health has in fact permitted the publication of many
highly consequential research papers over the years. However, this particular scientific study on chemical 
geoengineering is as serious as it gets.  Which begs the question: Just who is J. Marvin Herndon?

Marvin Herndon is no ordinary geophysicist.  According to his Wikipedia page he has been dubbed a “maverick 
geophysicist” by The Washington Post.  It is his extraordinarily diverse background, deep and broad knowledge base, 
as well as unique skill set which distinguishes him from his peers. In order to better know the source of this critical 
information, regarding these covert geoengineering programs, Dr. Herndon’s wiki-profile is presented below:

J. Marvin Herndon (born 1944) is an American interdisciplinary scientist, who earned his BA degree in 
physics in 1970 from the University of California, San Diego and his Ph.D. degree in nuclear chemistry in 
1974 from Texas A&M University. For three years, J. Marvin Herndon was a post-doctoral assistant to 
Hans Suess and Harold C. Urey in geochemistry and cosmochemistry at the University of California, San 
Diego. He is the President of Transdyne Corporation in San Diego, California. He has been profiled in 
Current Biography, and dubbed a “maverick geophysicist” by The Washington Post.[1]  [2] He is most 
noted for deducing the composition of the inner core of Earth as being nickel silicide, not partially 
crystallized nickel-iron metal.[3] More recently, he has suggested “georeactor” planetocentric nuclear 
fission reactors as energy sources for the gas giant  outer planets.[4] as the energy source and production 
mechanism for the geomagnetic field [5] and stellar ignition by nuclear fission.[6][2]

With credentials like these, it will be very difficult for the U.S Federal Government to deny the fact that toxic Coal-
Fly-Ash is being systematically used in the now ubiquitous geoengineering program that generates chemtrails on a 
regular basis around the world. Dr. Herndon’s exceptionally thorough and authoritative paper goes on to state the 
following about these toxic and/or poisonous components found in the chemtrail aerosols.

_____________________________________________________

“The consequences on public health are profound, including exposure to a variety of toxic heavy 
metals, radioactive elements, and neurologically-implicated chemically mobile aluminum released 
by body moisture in situ after inhalation or through transdermal induction.”[1]
_____________________________________________________

The preceding excerpt reveals that whoever lives, works or plays under chemtrailed skies is exposed to a whole range 
of chemical contaminants and toxic pollutants.  Therefore, the longer those individuals (read: every resident of the 
USA) are exposed to such chemtrail aerosols, which eventually fall down to Earth, the more likely they are to be 
directly involved in this developing public health disaster.

For those who are unaware of the chemtrail phenomenon, please view the following comprehensive photo-doc. 
Should any questions or concerns arise about chemtrails or chem-clouds, geoengineering programs or chemtrail 
operations, please watch the videos posted here and here.

CHEMTRAILS: A Planetary Catastrophe Created by Geoengineering (UPDATED)

http://cosmicconvergence.org/?p=5818
http://chemtrailsmuststop.com/2014/07/why-in-the-world-are-they-spraying-full-length-documentary/
http://chemtrailsmuststop.com/2014/07/what-in-the-world-are-they-spraying-full-length-documentary/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/J._Marvin_Herndon#cite_note-6
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nuclear_fission
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stellar_ignition
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/J._Marvin_Herndon#cite_note-5
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/J._Marvin_Herndon#cite_note-4
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Outer_planets
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gas_giant
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nuclear_fission_reactor
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nuclear_fission_reactor
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Georeactor
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/J._Marvin_Herndon#cite_note-3
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nickel-iron
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Silicide
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Inner_core
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/J._Marvin_Herndon#cite_note-2
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/J._Marvin_Herndon#cite_note-1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Washington_Post
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Current_Biography
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/University_of_California,_San_Diego
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/University_of_California,_San_Diego
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cosmochemistry
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geochemistry
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Harold_C._Urey
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hans_Suess
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Post-doctoral
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Typical chemtrail-generated tic-tac-toe sky board highlighted by sunset

Health Concerns and Medical Consequences
.
What is particularly alarming are some of the “Keywords” which are listed in Marvin Herndon’s journal article as 
follows:
• Autism spectrum disorder (ASD)
• Alzheimer’s disease
• Parkinson’s disease
• Attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD);
• Neurological disorders

Screenshot from Int. J. Environ. Res. Public Health 2015, 12(8), 9375-9390; doi:10.3390/ijerph120809375

There are many other medical ailments and health conditions which are caused and/or exacerbated by chemtrail-
disseminated coal fly ash and their other toxic contaminants. There is even a quite common illness that is now well-
known as Chemtrail syndrome which is further explained at the link below.

CHEMTRAIL SYNDROME: A Global Pandemic Of Epic Proportions

http://thehealthcoach1.com/?p=3403
http://www.mdpi.com/1660-4601/12/8/9375
http://stateofthenation2012.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/08/Contrails_near_Frankfurt_Germany_2012.jpg
http://stateofthenation2012.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/08/Screen-Shot-2015-08-14-at-1.43.21-PM.png


Just what is coal fly ash and what does it contain?

According to the research paper coal fly ash is one of four major byproducts of the industrial coal-burning process.
 Here’s the breakdown:

Industrial coal burning produces four types of coal combustion residuals (CCRs): fly ash, bottom ash, 
boiler slag, and flue gas desulfurization product (FGDP), i.e., gypsum. Bottom ash is heavy and settles 
out; coal fly ash, on the other hand, is comprised of micron and sub-micron particles that would go up the 
smokestack unless captured and stored. Because of its well-known adverse environmental health effects, 
Western nations now mandate that coal combustion fly ash is to be captured and stored.[1]

The research paper introduction goes on to explain the “potential environmental health risks” that are associated with 
the many trace elements which are concentrated in the coal fly ash repository.  Some of the more toxic and/or 
potentially poisonous elements are “arsenic, barium, beryllium, boron, cadmium, chromium, cobalt, lead, manganese,
mercury, molybdenum, selenium, thallium, thorium, vanadium and uranium“.[1]

Why the EPA would permit the indiscriminate, systematic and wide-area spraying of coal-fly-ash based aerosols 
containing arsenic, lead, mercury, thallium, thorium and uranium is anyone’s guess.  Such a practice is in direct 
violation of so many EPA rules and regulations that it certainly defies explanation.

Two Test Methods Were Used That Produced Almost Identical Results 

The results of two different test methods, both of which compared the composition of the aerosolized particulates with
the known elements from coal fly ash, were not just compelling, they were overwhelming similar.  That virtually 
identical results were arrived at provides an excellent legal basis for class action suits to proceed successfully.  Both 
individuals and families, communities and businesses, which have been injured by ongoing geoengineering 
operations, now have sufficient scientific evidence to sue the government for both compensatory and punitive 
damages.

The test results as reported in the abstract are as follows:

The results show: (1) the assemblage of elements in rainwater and in the corresponding experimental 
leachate are essentially identical. At a 99% confidence interval, they have identical means (T-test) and 
identical variances (F-test); and (2) the assemblage of elements in the HEPA dust and in the corresponding
average un-leached coal fly ash are likewise essentially identical.[1]   

http://stateofthenation2012.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/08/coal-generator-fly-ash-bottom-ash-and-coal-ash-schematic-1.jpg


Given the information which has been presented thus far, who in their right mind would not want to immediately get 
to the very bottom of how this extremely hazardous waste product — Coal Fly Ash — is being SPRAYED IN OUR 
SKIES ON A DAILY BASIS!

Geoengineering Programs Must Be Terminated; Chemtrails Must Be Stopped

Now many will better understand why so many health advocates and environmental activists within the anti-
geoengineering movement believe that the geoengineers are truly mad, or clinically insane, or certified crazymakers, 
or all three.  Who but mentally incapacitated geoengineers would ever implement such an exceedingly dangerous and 
destructive atmospheric engineering program?  Across the planet, no less!

This toxic/poisonous chemtrail pollution is now constantly permeating the air that we breathe — all of us.  The coal 
fly ash falls on the water bodies and water courses of the world.  Coal fly ash now rains on the crops and the orchards
and the grain fields below. The coal fly ash descends on the forests and fields, the cities and suburbs.  The toxic 
chemtrail brew ends up on our homes, our lawns, our vehicles and our previously organic gardens.

In light of this ever-worsening predicament, one question emerges.  How do we stop this slow-motion genocide?

Michael J. Murphy, Producer/Director of Why in the World are they Spraying? is initiating a class action lawsuit 
which addresses the damaging effects from the ongoing, worldwide geoengineering programs. He has been informed 
that a scientific, peer-reviewed research paper on geoengineering process and procedure, aerosols and their chemical 
composition will have sufficient legal weight in a class action lawsuit. This irrefutable evidence will be presented in 
Michael’s upcoming documentary An Unconventional Shade of Gray.

A class action lawsuit will surely bring to light many of the facts and figures that Mr. Herndon has meticulously 
ferreted out and confirmed.  Through the legal process of discovery the government agencies, military installations, 
and corporate contractors, which directly participate in this crime against humanity, will be forced to disclose their 
many closely-held secrets. The following link provides more information about what a class action lawsuit initiative 
might look like.

http://www.unconventionalgrey.com/
http://www.whyintheworldaretheyspraying.com/
http://stateofthenation2012.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/08/chm3-1.jpg


CLASS ACTION LAWSUIT
The bottom line here is that “NATIONAL SECURITY” will no longer prove to be an acceptable justification for 
poisoning the skies of the world.  That is exactly what the U.S. government and military will invoke — ‘national 
security’.  They are used to getting their way — every day — over many decades by committing their many crimes 
against humanity in the interest of ‘national security’. The following article presents firsthand testimony about how 
well this strategy has served their covert geoengineering programs over decades.

OPERATION INDIGO SKYFOLD: The Most Secret Covert Operation In World History

Times have now changed … profoundly.  Many are now waking up to the serious medical consequences that Dr. 
Herndon has identified.  When the health of all human, animal and plant life have been placed at great risk, something
radical must be done about it.  Clearly, the implications of the Herndon study are so vast and grave that the American 
people must respond appropriately.

For starters, perhaps they ought to consider how to peacefully militate — POST HASTE — against all geoengineering
programs which spray chemtrails.  Doing so “post haste” is highly recommended because of the current international 
push to legalize geoengineering as a means of combatting global climate change.  Should sky chemtrailing become 
unlawfully legalized by international treaties or legislation, the challenge of undoing those measures will be 
formidable.  As the following article indicates, the upcoming December 2015 climate conference in Paris is an 
important milestone in their drive to legitimize geoengineering worldwide.

Whistleblower Activist Exposes Covert Agenda Behind Geoengineered Global Climate Change

*“COAL ASH”, as 
seen in the above photo, is a generic term for Coal Combustion Residuals or CCR.  Coal fly ash, also known as 
“pulverised fuel ash”, is one of the primary residual waste products generated by coal-fired power plants.  Hence, 
Coal Ash often refers to any of the 4 main hazardous waste products produced by burning coal, including coal fly 
ash.

Conclusion

When scientists like Marvin Herndon risk their careers, their reputations and even their lives in order to reveal the 
details about highly classified geoengineering programs, it’s time to rally around them and support their efforts.

Marvin’s paper is 1 out of only 2 peer-reviewed scientific research papers ever written about the connection between 
geoengineering and environmental contamination.  He wrote them both.  Because they are peer-reviewed, they can be 
used in a court of law with great effect.  They can therefore be used in a class action lawsuit.

http://stateofthenation2012.com/?p=17988
http://themillenniumreport.com/2015/02/operation-indigo-skyfold-the-most-secret-covert-black-operation-in-world-history/
http://geoengineeringactionnetwork.org/?page_id=17
http://stateofthenation2012.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/08/maxresdefault-2.jpg


Marvin is collaborating with other scientists in an effort to get more tests and peer- reviewed papers out into the public
domain.  In those future studies they will endeavor to prove the direct correlations between chemtrail contaminations 
and other diseases/ailments/conditions. Aluminum-related illnesses are of particular interest to these courageous 
investigators.  So are other known toxins and their health complications which are now frequently showing up in 
human populations everywhere. 

For more info and future updates, please go to: ChemtrailMustStop.com.

State of the Nation
August 13, 2015

Author’s Note

This chemical geoengineering exposé is so explosive that it will surely come under all sorts of attack.  Ad hominem 
attacks in the form of baseless claims are usually the first type of criticism to be leveled.  In the interest of further 
solidifying Dr. Herndon’s credentials to expertly investigate chemtrail composition, the following excerpt is offered 
for the reader’s consideration.

“In 2005 Herndon postulated what he calls whole-earth decompression dynamics, which he describes as a 
unified theory combining elements of plate tectonics and Earth expansion. He suggests that Earth formed 
from a Jupiter-sized gas giant by catastrophic loss of its gaseous atmosphere with subsequent 
decompression and expansion of the rocky remnant planet resulting in decompression cracks at continental
margins which are filled in by basalts from mid-ocean ridges.”[2]

Editor’s Note:

SOTN previously published an essay under the title How The Hard Science PhDs Have Wrecked The World.  The 
subtitle of this scientific and academic commentary is:
The Geoengineer PhDs are especially dangerous and deadly in their doings.

This particular piece deeply penetrates the existing institutional arrangements and pervasive ‘political correctness’ 
which have created an environment for so many scientists to do things which are relentlessly destroying the biosphere.
 So many among us have misplaced their trust in exceedingly misguided scientists and their destructive junk science.
 The aforementioned commentary lays bare how the whole corrupt academic and scientific research system really 
works.  Hence, the unbeliever(s) ignores this crucial info at their peril.

Dr. Herndon has obviously escaped that same system.  Not only does he run his own company, he appears to enjoy a 
high degree of investigative research license.  In other words he can investigate serious matters which the system 
scientists are forbidden from doing.  For this reason Marvin Herndon deserves every form of material and spiritual 
support.  Whether it is his stated cause or not, the research mission he has embarked upon is nothing less than saving 
humankind from certain self-destruction.

After all, what is more essential to life — vital to human existence — than the very air that we breathe … 24/7 … 
everywhere and anywhere we go?

Endnotes

[1] Evidence of Coal-Fly-Ash Toxic Chemical Geoengineering in the Troposphere: Consequences for Public 
Health by J. Marvin Herndon

[2] Wikipedia — J. Marvin Herndon
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Compiler's note: 

The main article I had found in 2010 had showed that Joseph Moshe, DOB  12/5/1952, is a 
dual Israeli-American citizen. He is a bio-warfare expert with MOSSAD specializing in fungi, and 
had helped develop a synthetic nano-tech artificial life form. This is a silica-based nanite imbued 
with the life properties of fungus. Unfortunately the article has disappeared.

There are many different accounts of who Joseph Moshe is, why authorities were pursuing 
him, and what happened to him after his capture. Not surprisingly, the mainstream account is 
probably false. They had stated that he was wanted for various offenses such as threatening his 
mother, failure to appear in court, and threatening the white house. They stated that after his arrest, he
was deported to Israel.

What has been verified is that Moshe had called in to Dr. True Ott's national radio show, 
warning of a plot by Baxter to spread a plague disguised as a vaccine via their Ukranian lab. Moshe 
was arrested 8/13/09 on misdemeanor charges by LAPD. After a car chase, he was swarmed by 
SWAT and federal agents, most of which wore no insignias on their uniforms. He refused to exit the 
vehicle, and withstood multiple rounds of tear gas and pepper spray. Eventually he was tazed through
a broken window and extracted from the vehicle. Around 1,000 people were evacuated from the 
surrounding area during standoff, which lasted about eight hours. Moshe was taken to the Patton 
State Mental Hospital for evaluation, then booked at the Twin Towers Correctional Facility in Los 
Angeles, Ca at 11:55 PM. Booking # 2019293.  His next court appearance was scheduled for 1/25/10.
It seems impossible to determine his current whereabouts.

Biological warfare?

Mystery Disease Linked to Vanished Israeli
Scientist

by Hank P. Albarelli Jr. 

The recent outbreak of a life-threatening disease in the United States, caused by a 

new and exotic strain of a hypervirulent fungus, is baffling the US media and the 

scientific community. Speculations point to climate change as a possible explanation.

However, according to journalist Hank P. Albarelli Jr., famous for having uncovered 

the 1951 CIA experiments with LSD in Pont St. Esprit (France)  , the answer is more 

likely to be found inside the Fort Detrick biological warfare center and in Israeli 

laboratories. A key element of the enigma is apparently a dubious Israeli scientist 

allegedly connected to the Mossad.

http://www.voltairenet.org/article164447.html
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The new Cryptococcus gatti fungus strain, magnified.

Late last month, on April 24, media outlets across the Northwest United States began reporting that a strange, previously 

unknown strain of virulent airborne fungi that has already killed at least 6 people in Oregon, Washington, and Idaho, is 

spreading throughout the region. The fungus, according to expert microbiologists, who have expressed alarm about the 

strain’s emergence, is a new genotype of Cryptococcus gatti fungi or C gatti. Cryptococcus gatti is normally found in tropical 

and subtropical locations in India, South America, Africa, and Australia. Microbiologists in the United States maintain that 

the strain found here, for reasons not yet fully understood, is far deadlier than any found overseas.

Physicians in the Pacific Northwest are reporting that an undetermined number of people in the region are ill from the 

effects of the strange strain. Physicians also say that the virulent strain can infect domestic animals as well as humans, and 

symptoms do not appear until anywhere from two to four months after exposure. Symptoms in humans include a lingering 

cough, sharp chest pains, fever, night-sweats, weight-loss, headaches, and shortness of breath. The strain can be treated 

successfully, if detected early enough, with oral doses of antifungal medication, but it cannot be prevented, and there is no 

preventative vaccine. Undiagnosed, the fungus works its way into the spinal fluid and central nervous system and causes 

fatal meningitis.

The estimated mortality rate is about 25 percent of 21 cases analyzed. Several newspapers and media outlets in the U.S. 

and overseas quote a researcher at Duke University’s Department of Molecular Genetics and Microbiology, Edmond Byrnes,

as stating: “This novel fungus is worrisome because it appears to be a threat to otherwise healthy people. Typically, we see 

this fungal disease associated with transplant recipients and HIV-infected patients, but that is not what we are seeing.”



Microbiologists and epidemiologists studying the strain say the mystery fungus came from an earlier fatal fungus that was 

first found on British Columbia’s Vancouver Island in the fall of 2001, and perhaps as early as 1999. There the fungus 

infected and killed dogs, cats, horses, sheep, porpoises, and at least 26 people. The disease spreads through spores carried 

by breezes and wind and when people and animals encounter infected ground where the fungus is present. A number of 

microbiologists say that the disease has “the potential to essentially travel anywhere the wind or people can carry it.” Reads

an alarming study authored in part by Duke University’s Edmond Byrnes: “The continued expansion of C. gatti in the United

States is ongoing, and the diversity of hosts increasing.”

Several researchers in California also note that the Cryptococcus gatti fungus has been researched for decades, extending 

back to the 1950s, at the U.S. Army’s biological warfare center, Fort Detrick, in Frederick, Maryland. One microbiologist at 

the University of California at Los Angeles recounted that the fungus was first brought to the attention of Fort Detrick 

researchers by British scientists experimenting with the bark of eucalyptus trees from Australia. U.S. Army biological warfare

reports obtained through the Freedom of Information Act reveal that beginning around 1952 the Army mounted a huge 

research program involving numerous plant and fungi products, and that well over three-hundred long-term contracts and 

sub-contracts were let with over 35 U.S. colleges and universities to carry out this multi-faceted research. Examples of this 

early research in California included experiments and projects at Camp Cooke; Port Huemene; Harpers Lake; Oceanside; 

and extensive experimentation with wheat stem rust and “various spores” including “several from tropical locations” and 

cereal rust spores and dyed Lycopodium spores. Several Army reports reveal that private sector corporations that 

participated or assisted in these projects were the American Institute of Crop Ecology; the American Type Culture 

Collection, Inc.; University of California research institutes; Bioferm, Inc.; and the Kulijian Corp.

The same microbiologist, who declined to speak on the record and who recounted extensive fungus work at Fort Detrick, 

also stated that researchers at Israel’s Institute for Biological Research, located in Ness-Ziona about 20 km from Tel Aviv, 

have worked with the Cryptococcus gatti fungus. He reports that mysterious Israeli-American scientist Joseph Moshe, 56 

years old, may have conducted covert studies with the fungus while he was recently living in California. This report 

concerning Moshe is especially interesting because Moshe was briefly in the international spotlight in 2009 when he was 

the subject of a spectacular chase and arrest by the LA police department and SWAT team, assisted by the FBI, Secret 

Service, CIA, U.S. Army and several unidentified federal officials. That highly unusual arrest has never been fully explained 

to the media, and the whereabouts of Moshe has remained unknown since its occurrence. Compounding the mystery 

surrounding the Moshe case is that there is another scientist named Moshe Bar-Joseph who works in Israel at that 

country’s Agricultural Research Organization, whose area of expertise is plant pathology, and who looks remarkably like 

Joseph Moshe, except that he is about 20 years older.



Moshe Bar-Joseph (L) and Joseph Moshe (R)

Why Moshe was pursued and apprehended by the police is a largely unanswered question. According to the LA media, 

which recorded the entire incident by helicopter and ground cameras, Moshe claimed to be “a former Mossad 

microbiologist” who had telephoned a police dispatch number before his pursuit and had made “threatening statements 

about the White House and the president.” Reportedly, Secret Service spokesman Ed Donovan confirmed this when he 

spoke with several LA reporters.

Joseph Moshe allegedly withstood four rounds of chemical agents before FBI officers shot out the drivers’ window.

On August 12, 2009, several LA police cruisers and an unmarked armored vehicle pursued Joseph Moshe driving his red 

VW automobile several miles through downtown LA before his car’s engine was reportedly knocked out by an 

electromagnetic pulse. Moshe refused to exit his car when ordered several times by the police, and after the driver’s 

window of his VW was smashed out by a robotic arm and several rounds of tear gas and pepper gas were fired into the 

vehicle, he still remained behind the wheel refusing to move. At the time, police officers on the scene were stunned that 

Moshe was able to withstand 3 tear gas shells and hosing with pepper spray without moving. Later that day, an LA law 

enforcement official said: “I can’t explain that, there’s no way to explain that.” Later still, a number of reports surfaced 

claiming “Mossad scientists are specifically trained to withstand assaults with large amounts of tear gas.”



After his apprehension, Moshe was taken to the Patton State Mental Hospital and then to LA’s Twin Towers Correctional 

Facility. Sometime about 60 days later Moshe was quietly released and his current whereabouts are unknown. Since his 

arrest became public, reports about Moshe’s activities in the U.S. have spread like wildfire, especially across the Internet. 

Many of these reports are unconfirmed but a few come from credible sources and have linked Moshe to the grossly 

underreported outbreak of flu in the Ukraine.

Other reliable sources, including two former Fort Detrick biochemists, have also linked Moshe to a mysterious disease that 

is becoming alarmingly common in Vermont and other states, including California. The disease is known to have killed or 

incapacitated at least 10-to-20 rural dwellers and farmers. This disease is said to be Morgellons disease or “a rare, mutated 

form of Morgellons disease.” Former Fort Detrick scientists, speaking off the record, say that the disease is one that was 

“experimented with intensely” in the late 1960s at several “test sites in New England” and at “a well known research facility 

in the Boston area.” Morgellons disease causes patients to suffer horrible skin problems as well as fatigue, confusion, and 

serious memory problems, as well as joint pain and the strange sensation that pins and needles are piercing the body or 

that something is crawling beneath one’s flesh. Some patients struck by the disease report that odd fiber-like materials 

force themselves through the skin. Several researchers and physicians consulted for this article believe that Morgellons may

be a psychiatric condition called “delusional parasitosis.” Other physicians, who are familiar with treating the disease, say 

“an airborne, unidentified spore” may cause it, and that it was developed in the laboratory from an affliction that was first 

identified in the 1700s. Regardless of its origin, many researchers claim Morgellons is becoming “a very real medical 

problem in some parts of the country.”

Hank P. Albarelli Jr. 
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